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else if (date2.text == "2") { let found = 0 for (i, row) in
originalProperties.enumerated() { if row.selected == true {

found = 1 } } if found == 0 { // add for first row only
self.originalProperties.addRow(snapshot) } } date1.text = "1"
date2.text = "2" }) } Edit I think it's possible to avoid storing
everything twice by refactoring into a reduce based solution,

which is going to be a bit more complicated. The following
should do what you want, but I can't test it right now: func
createNewProperties(from originalProperties: [Property]?,

snapshot: DataSnapshot?) { guard let snapshot = snapshot
else { return } // get matching property types let

matchingPropertyTypes = originalProperties.flatMap({
PropertyType(propertyType: $0) }) // get dates
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